A comparative study is performed of two variants of flame surface density (FSD) subfilterscale (SFS) model, a flamelet-based model for large-eddy simulation (LES) of turbulent premixed combustion. Both algebraic-and transport-equation variants of the FSD flamelet approach were studied so as to investigate the importance of non-equilibrium transport of the flame surface by the turbulence. Six different cases are considered with various turbulence intensities in both lean and stoichiometric turbulent premixed Bunsen flames corresponding to conditions ranging from the upper limit of the flamelet regime to well within the thin reaction zones regime. The predicted LES solutions are compared to the experimental data from a laboratory-scale axisymmetric Bunsen-type premixed turbulent flame. The results of the comparisons highlight weaknesses and strengths of the SFS modelling approaches.
I. Introduction
Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is emerging as a promising computational tool for turbulent combustion processes.
1 However, a considerable complication for LES of turbulent premixed combustion is that chemical reactions occur in a thin reacting layer at extremely small scales that cannot be resolved on LES grids. Accurate subfilter-scale (SFS) modelling of the unresolved scales is therefore required. In this study, both algebraic-and transport-equation variants of the flame surface density (FSD) SFS model, a flamelet-based model for premixed turbulent combustion, are compared and applied to a turbulent Bunsen flame. 2, 3 Note that it is both instructive and important to compare algebraic and transported FSD models, as the former are based on equilibrium considerations and the latter incorporate full non-equilibrium transport of the flame surface by the turbulence. Such comparisons can bring to light the relative importance of non-equilibrium transport in turbulent premixed flames.
Although a few comparative studies of LES combustion models for Bunsen flames have been performed recently, 4, 5, 6 there have been in general few head-to-head comparative studies of FSD SFS modelling approaches. More such studies are certainly needed to advance LES for premixed combustion and clearly identify weaknesses and strengths of the SFS modelling approaches. In this study, the predicted LES solutions for each combustion model are compared to experimental data for a laboratory-scale Bunsen-type premixed turbulent flame. Six flames in four different turbulence intensities in both lean and stoichiometric methane-air flames which have been studied experimentally by Yuen and Gülder, 7 are considered. The six flames correspond to conditions ranging from the upper limit of the flamelet regime to well within the thin reaction zones regime of the standard regime diagram for premixed flames. 8, 1, 9 The capabilities of each SFS model to predict observed behaviour are examined and compared.
II. Large-Eddy Simulation of Turbulent Premixed Flames
The LES framework developed by Lin 10 and Hernández-Pérez et al. 6, 11 is used for performing this comparative study. This framework is now briefly summarized, along with the SFS combustion models of interest.
A. Favre-Filtered Governing Equations
LES is based on a separation of scales, which is achieved via a low-pass filtering procedure. Scales larger than the filter size, ∆, are resolved, whereas scales smaller than ∆ are modelled. Accordingly, a relevant flow parameter, ϕ, is filtered or Favre-filtered (mass-weighted filtering) to yield ϕ or ϕ, respectively. The Favre-filtered form of the Navier-Stokes equations governing compressible flows of a thermally perfect reactive mixture of gases, neglecting Dufour, Soret and radiation effects, is used herein to describe turbulent premixed combustion processes. The equations are given by
whereρ is the filtered mixture density,ũ i is the Favre-filtered mixture velocity,p is the filtered mixture pressure,Ỹ k is the Favre-filtered mass fraction of species k,Ẽ is the Favre-filtered total mixture energy (including chemical energy) given byẼ =
f,k andω k are the sensible enthalpy, heat of formation and the filtered reaction rate of species k, respectively, and g i is the acceleration due to gravity. The filtered equation of state has the formp =ρRT . The resolved stress tensor, τ ij , the resolved total heat flux,q i , and the resolved species diffusive fluxes,J k,i , are evaluated in terms of the filtered quantities. In this work, the thermodynamic and molecular transport properties of each mixture component are prescribed using the database compiled by Gordon and McBride.
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The terms, A 1 , B 1 , B 2 , B 3 , and C 1 , arise from the low-pass filtering process and require modelling. These terms are expressed as
, and must be modelled for closure of the filtered equation set. The subfilter stresses, σ ij = −ρ( u i u j −ũ iũj ), are modelled using an SFS eddy-viscosity type model with σ ij = 2ρν t (Š ij −δ ijŠll /3)+δ ij σ ll /3. The SFS turbulent viscosity, ν t , is prescribed herein by using the Smagorinski model. 13 Standard gradient-based approximations are used in this work for the modelling of the SFS fluxes B 1 , B 3 , and C 1 . The subfilter turbulent diffusion term, B 2 , is modelled as suggested by Knight et al.
14 with −ρ(
B. Flame Surface Density Models
As noted in the introduction, a primary challenge in the development of LES for turbulent reactive flows is the accurate and reliable modelling of the interaction between turbulence and chemistry and the specification of the filtered reaction rates,ω k . A common approach to the modelling of turbulence/chemistry interactions for premixed flames is offered by flamelet models. In this approach, the internal structure of the flame and detailed chemical kinetics are for the most part ignored and reactive mixture is assumed to be composed of either unburned reactants or burnt products, separated by thin reacting interfaces called flamelets that preserve their locally laminar structure. 8 The primary effect of the turbulence is to wrinkle and strain the embedded laminar flamelets. It is further argued that the flame wrinkling is the main mechanism controlling the turbulent burning rate and/or velocity with the increase in the turbulent flame speed compared to the laminar flame speed simply due to the increase in the flame surface area created by the wrinkling of the flame. Many turbulent premixed combustion models are based on the flamelet concept described above, including FSD-based models. In the FSD approach, the flame front is represented in terms of a reaction progress variable. The progress variable takes on values in the range 0 ≤ c ≤ 1 with c = 0 in the fresh gases and c = 1 in the fully burnt gases and the composition of the reactive mixture is then taken to be fully specified directly in terms of this progress variable. The modelled progress variable equation has the form
where ρ r is the density of reactants, s L is the laminar flame speed,Σ is the Favre-filtered flame surface area per unit mass of the mixture, and the product,ρΣ, is the flame surface area per unit volume or flame surface density. Note that an increase inΣ produced by turbulent flame wrinkling results in an increase in the consumption of the progress variable and hence burning rate, in accordance with the flamelet assumption. The filtered quantity,Σ, includes contributions from the resolved FSD and the unresolved subfilterscales. The latter must be modelled. Algebraic models have been considered for the FSD.
2, 15, 16 Boger et 
al.
2 suggested the following expression for the SFS flame surface densitỹ
where a is a model parameter. While other choices for an algebraic model are certainly possible, this model is considered in the present work and a is assumed to have a constant value of 6/π. Models for the FSD based on modelled transport equations are also possible. A modelled transport equation for the FSD was proposed and developed by Hawkes and Cant. 3 This model has been studied quite extensively by Lin 10 and will also be considered herein. The modelled FSD transport equation includes terms representing the production/destruction sources associated with SFS strain and curvature, resolved strain, resolved propagation and curvature and is given by
where M = −∇c/ρΣ is the flamelet model for the surface averaged normal (c is estimated usingc = (1 + τ )c/(1 + τc)), α = 1 − M · M , and n ij = M i M j + 1/3αδ ij . The variable τ = (T ad − T r )/T r is the heat release parameter, where T ad and T r are the adiabatic and the reactants temperature, respectively, β is a model constant and must satisfy β ≥ 1 for realisability requirements, α is a resolution factor, and Γ K is an efficiency function. 17 The terms on the right hand side of the modelled FSD equation represent the production/destruction sources associated with SFS strain and curvature, resolved strain, resolved propagation and curvature. 
C. Finite-Volume Solution Method
The Favre-filtered transport equations described above are solved on multi-block hexahedral meshes employing a second-order accurate parallel finite-volume scheme. 18, 19, 4, 10, 6, 11 The inviscid flux at each cell face is evaluated using limited linear reconstruction 20 and Riemann-solver based flux functions, 21, 22 while the viscous flux is evaluated utilizing a hybrid average gradient-diamond path method. 23 A standard, explicit, two-stage, second-order-accurate, Runge-Kutta, time-marching scheme is used to integrate forward in time the non-linear, coupled-system, of ordinary differential equations resulting from the finite-volume spatial discretization procedure. Parallel implementation of the solution method has been carried out via domain decomposition using the C++ programming language and the MPI (message passing interface) library.
24, 25

III. LES for Bunsen Flames
A. Burner Setup
In what follows, LES solutions obtained with the two different FSD SFS combustion models are contrasted and compared to the experimental data of Yuen and Gülder. 7 Yuen and Gülder considered an axisymmetric Bunsen-type burner with an inner nozzle diameter of 11.2 mm to generate premixed turbulent conical flames stabilized by annular pilot flames. Flame front images were captured using planar Rayleigh scattering achieving a resolution of 45 µm/pixel. The Rayleigh scattering images were converted into temperature field and further processed to provide the temperature gradient and two-dimensional curvature. Particle image velocimetry was used to measure the instantaneous velocity field for the experimental conditions.
In the present study, four of the experimental cases of Yuen and Gülder 7 are considered: two stoichiometric methane-air premixed flames, with an equivalence ratio, φ, of φ = 1 and relative turbulence intensities of u /s L = 3. The turbulence scales and flow conditions for all six of these cases are summarized in Table 1 where Λ, λ, η, and δ L are the integral length scale, Taylor micro scale, Kolmogorov scale, and laminar flame thickness, respectively, and U is the mean velocity of the reactants at the burner exit plane.
Following the modified approach proposed by Peters, 8 the premixed flame regimes can be of the length scale ratio, Λ/δ L , and velocity scale ratio, u /s L , as shown in Fig. 1 . Five different combustion regimes may be identified in the graph. There are the: (i) laminar regime (most practical combustion systems operate in the turbulent regime); (ii) wrinkled flamelet regime in which u < s L and the smallest spatial scales of the turbulence, the Kolmogorov scales, η, are larger than the flame front thickness, δ L , such that the flame front is embedded in the smallest eddies with its laminar structure intact and unaffected by the turbulence; (iii) corrugated flamelet regime in which u > s L such that, while the laminar flame structure remains unaffected by the turbulence, the larger turbulent motions are able to induce flame front interactions leading to the formation of pockets of fresh and burnt gases and changes in flame topology; (iv) thin reaction zones regime in which the the Kolmogorov scales are smaller than the flame thickness but larger than the reaction zone and are able to modify the inner laminar flame structure; and (v) broken reaction zones regime in which the turbulent motions have shorter characteristic times than the chemical reaction time and the premixed laminar flame structure is completely disrupted. The position of the six premixed flames of interest herein are also shown on the regime diagram of Fig. 1 . The premixed flames H, I, J, K, M, and N all fall within the thin reaction zones regime. Note that flamelet-based combustion models are expected to be valid within both the wrinkled and corrugated flamelet regimes; however, the validity of the flamelet assumption beyond the wrinkled and corrugated flamelet zones and into the thin reaction zones regime remains an open question. 
B. LES Setup
For the LES, a cylindrical computational domain having a diameter of 0.05 m and a height of 0.1 m or 0.15 m (depending on the case) was employed and discretized with a grid consisting of 1,638,400 or 2,457,600 hexahedral cells, respectively. The smaller of the two meshes is depicted in Fig. 2 . The pilot flame was approximated by a uniform inflow of hot combustion products at a velocity of 16.81 m/s. For the burner exit, a uniform mean inflow of reactants with superimposed turbulent fluctuations was prescribed.
C. Instantaneous Flame Fronts
Three-dimensional views of the predicted instantaneous flame surface, identified by the iso-surface ofc = 0.5, for both algebraic and transported FSD models for case I are displayed in Fig. 3 corresponding to time t = 9 ms after the initiation of the simulation. At this time, a quasi-steady flame structure has been achieved in each case. Isolated pockets of unburned reactants can be identified higher in the flames. In general, the simulated flames exhibit a highly wrinkled surface with the scale of wrinkling becoming larger near the flame tips. The algebraic and transported FSD model solutions are generally in close agreement with each other up to nearly 2.5-3 cm above the burner rim. Further downstream, greater differences are noticeable. In particular, the flame height for the algebraic FSD model is clearly considerably less than the other model, indicative of a much higher overall predicted turbulent burning rate. While not shown, the same general trends as outlined above for the overall flame structure follow for the other five premixed flames considered in this study, for both stoichiometric and lean cases.
Predicted contours of the temperature in the y-z plane for case I at t = 9 ms after the initiation of the simulations for both the algebraic FSD model of Boger et al. and transported FSD model of Hawkes and Cant are shown in Fig. 4 (a and b) along with an instantaneous filtered measured temperature field from experimental study (c). The latter was obtained with a filter-width equal to that of the computations. Note that only the upper portion of the flame is depicted in the experimental image. From the figure, it would seem that the numerical simulations are able to reproduce, at least qualitatively, key features of the experimental flame front. Again, the predicted flame height for the algebraic model is considerably shorter than that observed in the experiment. 
D. Average Flame Structure
Further comparisons of the predicted structure of the Bunsen flame for case I, obtained using each of the two models are depicted in Fig. 5 (a and b) , where planar cross sections of the time-averaged temperature field,T , are shown. The broader flame structure of the transported FSD model flame is fairly evident in the figure and, again, the predicted flame of the algebraic FSD model is considerably shorter than that of the transported FSD model. While results for the other five cases are not shown, the features of the time-averaged flame structure for these flames exhibited, at least qualitatively, quite similar properties.
E. Flame Surface Density
To extract the flame surface density from the experimental data, the Rayleigh scattering images were processed to obtain progress variable fields based on temperature. This progress variable is defined as
where T is the local temperature, T u is the unburnt gas temperature and T b is the fully burnt gas temperature. The two-dimensional (2D) maps of the FSD were computed by using the method developed by Shepherd, 26 in which instantaneous flame front edges are superimposed onto the averagedc T map to calculate the length over area ratio for a givenc T . The same procedure can and was then applied to 2D slices of the resolved temperature field obtained from the LES simulations. Since LES provides solutions of filtered variables and the resolution of the experimental images is higher than that of the computations, it is more appropriate to compare the numerical results with filtered experimental data. The experimental temperature images were therefore first filtered with a top-hat filter having a characteristic size of two times the average cell size of the LES computational grid as first proposed by Hernández-Pérez et al. 6 The total number of post-processed experimental images was 300 and, for each LES simulation, the 2D slices were extracted from 20 instantaneous snapshots of the numerical solution separated by 0.25 ms.
Distributions of the 2D FSD values as a function of the progress variable,c T , as extracted from the simulations for four of the cases, are compared directly to similarly processed experimental results in Fig. 6 . It can be seen from the figure that, in general, all of the FSD profiles obtained from the LES simulations agree well with the experimental results and, despite some quantitative discrepancies, at least qualitatively reproduce the observed trends. The results for the algebraic and transported FSD models are surprisingly similar and it is difficult to discern significant differences in the predictions. In all of the profiles, the maximum value for the FSD value is aroundc T = 0.5. Moreover, the peak FSD values obtained from the simulations are slightly higher than the experimental ones. The two-dimensional flame curvature was also extracted from instantaneous experimental images and slices of the predicted LES temperature. PDFs of flame curvature based on the filtered experimental images and the two FSD models, corresponding toc T = 0.5, are shown in Fig. 7 . It is quite evident from the figure that all PDFs display a Gaussian-type shape centred around zero with the LES distributions being slightly narrower than the experimental results. Overall, the distributions of curvature for both FSD models are remarkably similar and agree well with filtered experimental results.
F. Flame Heights
Predictions of the average map ofc T = 0.5, corresponding to the average flame envelope, for algebraic and transported FSD models for flames H, I, M, and N are compared with the map obtained from the Rayleigh scattering images in Fig. 8 . It is apparent from the figures that overall, the two FSD combustion models yield flame heights that agree reasonably well with the experimental values in most cases. The experimental flame heights for the stoichiometric flames (cases H and I) are 8.5 cm and 6.0 cm, respectively, and the LES modelling with transported FSD predicts flame heights of about 10 cm and 6 cm for these two cases. For the lean cases (cases M and N), the transported FSD model somewhat over predicts the flame heights as compared to the experimental values. The LES results for the algebraic FSD are somewhat inferior to the transported model. In particular, the algebraic model quantitatively under-predicts the average flame height by a considerable margin for the stoichiometric flames, while providing improved predictions for the lean cases. In general, the algebraic model would seem to under-predict the flame height and in comparison to the transported FSD model, it was found that the algebraic model yields much shorter flames for lower turbulence intensities, but as the turbulence intensity increases, the two models show more similar predictions for flame height.
G. Turbulent Burning Rates
The differences in predicted flame heights of the two FSD models is directly related to the overall or total predicted turbulent burning rates. The overall or total predicted turbulent burning rate may be calculated in terms of the integrated FSD as follows
where the integration is performed over the entire computational domain. Figure 9 shows a comparison of the predicted quasi-steady normalized turbulent burning rates for the six premixed flames to estimated values of the burning rates and integrated flame surface area obtained by Yuen and Gülder 7 from analysis of the mean flame brush.
It is evident from the figure that the LES predictions of burning rate for both FSD models show a gradual increase as a function of turbulence intensity, but this increase is somewhat below the experimentally measured values, as is the overall burning rate. The burning rates predicted by the two FSD models are qualitatively quite similar, but the overall burning rate of the algebraic model is about 1.4 times higher than that of the transported FSD model. As the two FSD models invoke the flamelet assumption of Damköhler, the predicted burning rates seem to agree well with the measurements of flame area for lower turbulence intensities.
IV. Concluding Remarks
The present study of subfilter-scale models for LES of turbulent premixed methane-air Bunsen flames has permitted a comparison of algebraic and transported FSD models. The comparison has revealed that, for premixed turbulent flames in the upper flamelet and thin-reaction zones regimes, the algebraic FSD model of Boger et al. 2 can greatly over-predict the turbulent burning rate, flame height, and flame area compared with experiment, particularly for the relatively lower turbulence intensity cases. For the higher-turbulence intensities, the algebraic model predictions are somewhat improved and some tuning of model constants may be possible for improved results. In contrast, the transported FSD of Hawkes and Cant 3 provides considerably improved predictions, providing results that agree both qualitatively and quantitatively with key aspects of the observed flame structure and behaviour. Future research will involve further comparisons of the algebraic and transported SFS models for premixed flames over a wider range of turbulence intensities and flame conditions.
